
The Good Place
From watching 'The Good Place' episode 1, my favorite character is Eleanor
the main character of the story. This is because when Eleanor finds herself
in the afterlife, in "The Good Place" she realized that it was a mistake. She
admits that she doesn't belong here and she knew all the bad things that
she has done. I like how this character is just being herself from this
episode, Eleanor seems to be generally chill. The character that I like the
least is probably Jianyu (the monk) or also Tehani's soulmate. I didn't get to
know this character that much yet and he didn't even talk in this episode.
Therefore I didn't know what was this character like so at the moment he's
my least favorite character.
 
Many types of irony were presented, for example, Dramatic irony which
occurs when the audience knew what was going on in the story and that
Michael made a mistake about Eleanor being in 'The Good Place'. We knew
that Eleanor has done many bad things but other characters don't know
this makes it a dramatic irony. Another one was verbal irony when Eleanor
said that everyone here might be good but are these people that much
better than her. Then she went around asking people what they did in their
lives, and it was all good compared to what Eleanor has done she knew that
she doesn't belong here.
 
"The Good Place", In real life, some people believe in 'heaven' and 'hell' the
separation between good people and bad people. This series is making fun
of our society, humans. How people can choose to bad choices and good
things in their lives but they were chosen to go to the bad or good place by
the system. From watching the first episode, I find it great and interesting. I
think that it's not that difficult for me to understand and the vocabularies
were okay. I like the first episode and the way it ends because it makes the
audience wants to know what will happen next. I like it because the story
has a storyline that has a plot and how the main character ends up in 'the
good place' but in fact, she didn't belong there, it's like a plot twist. 
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